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• Shot Put. "Put"a bowling ball asyou would a shot.
The most distance wins.

• On a Roll. Teens roll a car tire across the church

parking lot. Award points bythe lengthof time they
can keep the tire rolling upright.
• Hot Air Balloon. Contestants blow bubbles with
bubble gum or bubble soap. Judges determine biggest
bubble.

• Bombs Away. From a high spot, like a stairway
landing orstabilized ladder, kids throw croquet balls
toward a target. Closest hits win.
• Jumpin' Jehoshaphat. Kids throw croquet balls into
abucket while jumping on a trampoline. Award five
points for each ball in the bucket.
• Deflate. Toss bowling pins (purchased from or
donated by the local bowling alley) into the middle
of acar tire from 10 feet away. Award five points for
each pin that stays in the tire.
• Standing Tall. Compete for longest time walking on
stilts. If you have more than one teen who can stay
up indefinitely (30 seconds or more), let them
compete in timed races for points.
• Punt the Panda. Kick a stuffed animal toward a
target. Closest animal (with the most stuffing still
inside) wins.

Batter Up. Ahouse gladiator pitches baseballs to
batting youth group members. Mark off the field
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